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ONE

LOVE

HAVE

ANOTHER
AS I

LOVED YOU!

Joe Klingensmith- March 27th
Peggy Bostock- March 29th
Beth Ann Floro- March 31st

Media fast started
yesterday- are you in?

The demolition has begun!!

Finances
God’s
Way

I, Pastor Fritz, am going to make a claim that sounds like
a gimmick but is 100% biblical. Here's the claim:
If you handle money according to biblical principles,
you'll have MORE of 4 things:
~ more wealth
~ more financial security
~ more wealth to give away
~ more enjoyment of your wealth

Intrigued? You should be! God is a God of abundance who delights in blessing His people.
Come on Sundays excited to grow…and invite someone who needs to hear this .
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WEDNESDAY

Wednesday night at the church
now features two small groups!
Both will be working through the
https://www.icloud.com/photos/#0773bO-p8i7dhZCF4bPN6scew
Taking Root series. Dinner is
served at 6pm, then join either
the Longabaugh's or the
You can also attend a Taking Root
Zampella's at 6:30 as we all
experience at:
embark on this year's Scaling the
9:30am on Monday in the RCC
Summit adventure!

WCG link

Multi-purpose room (Women's
group)
6:30pm on Tuesday at the Floro
home
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Technology- what place in a Christian life?
Texts- 2Tim. 2:3,4; 2Cor.10:4-6; Eph.6:10,11;
Technology, in itself, is neither good nor bad. So, what determines this in our own life?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Did the Bible characters take advantage of the technology/tools available to them?
Is it possible to live in today’s western culture and not utilize modern technology?
What are the ways that technology can be our friend, and can serve us beneficially?
What are the ways that technology can be harmful to us?
What effect does tech have in our establishing or maintaining personal relationships?
How is technology used to spread the Gospel?
How is technology used to spread evil?
When does it become an addiction in our lives?
How do we take advantage of technology’s benefits, while avoiding its dangers?
What personal tools do you use to take advantage of technology?
Does tech allow you to be more or less efficient in managing your life?
What techniques or tools do you use to avoid technology’s pitfalls?
Are there ways that RCC could utilize technology to be more effective?

Watch constantly against those things which are thought to be no temptations. The most poisonous serpents are found where the sweetest flowers
grow. Cleopatra was poisoned by an asp that was brought to her in a basket of fair flowers. Sharp-edged tools, long handled, wound at last. Charles Spurgeon
Soon silence will have passed into legend. Man has turned his back on silence. Day after day he invents machines and devices that increase noise
and distract humanity from the essence of life, contemplation, meditation.- Jean Arp
It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity. -Albert Einstein
The Internet is so big, so powerful and pointless that for some people it is a complete substitute for life. -Andrew Brown

108% participation!
by Pastor Fritz
We aimed for 100% of the congregation to participate in this year’s
Scaling the Summit and we exceeded that goal by 8%. Here are the
numbers:
Members participating:
27 out of 37
Regular attenders participating: 10 out of 12
New attenders participating: 3
Total participants
40 out of 37

73%
83%
108%

To continue reading, please go to the following link:
https://www.ridgelandchurch.org/blog/108-participation-in-taking-root/

overcomes their fear of evangelism.
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